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Abstract. Action recognition has wide applications from video surveil-
lance, scene understanding to forensic investigation. While recent meth-
ods typically focus on a single action recognition from video clips, we in-
vestigate the problem of action recognition in crowd, which better repli-
cates real video surveillance scenarios. We propose to perform action-
s recognition in crowd based on an efficient coarse-to-fine multi-object
tracking algorithm. With Faster R-CNN as our human detector, we uti-
lize a coarse-to-fine strategy for multi-object tracking in crowd, consisting
of multi-object fast tracking and per-object fine tracking. The tracking
results are used to extract the action cuboids, and spatial-temporal fea-
tures are computed for action classification. We evaluate the proposed
approach on a self-collected actions-in-crowd dataset, and two public do-
main databases (CMU and and MOT2015). The results show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach for multi-action recognition in crowd.

1 Introduction

The recognition of both human and animal actions in videos plays a crucial
role from automatic scene understanding to video surveillance. For example,
in video surveillance, it is helpful to automatically discover suspects through
action of interest detection. Also, a coach’s workload can be alleviated if every
players action statistics in a game can be automatically calculated. Considerable
progress has been made in the past few years, particularly on action feature
descriptors like Bag-of-Word (BoW) [1–3] and CNN features [4, 5]. These feature
representation methods significantly improve the accuracy of action classifiers.
Nevertheless, these approaches mainly focus on a single action recognition from
videos. However, in many applications with various arising actions, such as video
surveillance and group sports analysis, it is required to recognize multiple actions
of interest (see Fig. 1). Most of the existing action recognition methods are not
designed for recognizing multiple actions in crowd scenarios.

Multi-action recognition in crowd is non-trivial because of the challenges
from designing human detection and tracking algorithms, robust action repre-
sentations, and classification models. To bridge the gap between the applicability
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Fig. 1. In real applications, the scenarios often contain multiple actions in crowd: (a)
actions including cycling and waving, and (b) actions including kicking, walking, and
running. Multi-action recognition is necessary for exact scene understanding.

of existing action recognition methods and the needs of emerging applications,
we propose an approach for multi-action recognition in crowd utilizing coarse-
to-fine multi-object tracking. Given the individual subjects detected by a faster
region-based convolutional neural networks (Faster R-CNN) [6], our tracking
algorithm uses a linear quadratic estimation model, i.e., Kalman filter [7], for
coarse but fast tracking of all the moving subjects, and a local sparse optical flow
model for refined and stable tracking. Person-specific action tracks (cuboids) are
then extracted based on the tracking results; each can be input to the traditional
single action recognition algorithms for action recognition.

The main contributions of this work are as follows. (1) While existing action
recognition approaches typically focus on a single action recognition per video
clip, we explore a relatively underserved area of concurrent actions recognition
per video clip; (2) We propose a coarse-to-fine multi-object tracking algorith-
m while balances the tracking speed and accuracy under crowd scenarios; (3)
We also build an database to better replicate the action-in-crowd application
scenarios.

2 Related Work

Action Recognition. There is a variety of work on action recognition from
manually segmented video clips containing only one type of action [8, 5, 9–11, 1,
12–16]. The majority of these approaches aimed at utilizing trajectory [17–19]
and spatial-temporal motion cues to get generative and discriminative features
of actions. The early work on spatial-temporal feature extraction used smoothed
and aggregated optical flow to model human motions [8]. Zhu at al. [13] used
spatial-temporal interest points (STIP) as low-level motion features of the action
segments, and used a multi-SVM classifier .
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Jain at al. [10] trained a linear SVM classifier using the Divergence-Curl-
Shear descriptor encoded by VLAD [20]. They employed the horizontal and
vertical components of the flow field to compute the divergence, curl, and shear
scalar values and consider all possible pairs of these kinematic features to cap-
ture more information through the joint distribution of the features. Ryoo at
al. [11] categorized optical flows into multiple types based on their location and
directions, and placed them into histogram bins as global features. These ap-
proaches mainly focused on designing an effective motion feature representation
from a given video clip, but did not take into account the contextual information
between the object and the background. However, such contextual information
is of great importance in action recognition, particularly under scenarios with
cluttered backgrounds (e.g., crowd). To address this issue, Gkioxari at al. [5]
proposed a R-CNN method to perceive more visual information from a primary
region of the subjects and a secondary region of the context areas.

The aforementioned approaches concentrate on action recognition with fixed
background or with a single action inside [21]. To recognize actions in more com-
plex scenes, Hu at al. [9] proposed a method that utilizes multi-instance learning
(MIL) based SVM to handle the ambiguities in both spatial and temporal do-
mains. They learned the SVM classifier from an action cuboid which is referred
to as a bag containing more than one potential region and time slice. As for
crowd scenes, Zhou at al [12] proposed a statistical framework to detect abnor-
mal behaviors of the crowd scene by using a multi-observation hidden Markov
model (HMM) of pedestrian trajectories. Such unusual action detection meth-
ods concern more about discovering abnormal behavior, but not for recognition
of multiple concurrent actions. Siva at al. [1] integrated both static appearance
features by bag-of-word (BoW), and motion features by trajectory transition de-
scriptor (TTD), and used SVM in a sliding-cuboid manner to detect particular
actions from a video.

Visual Tracking. Significant progress of visual tracking has been made these
years. Tracking-by-detection [22–24] is one of the popular frameworks in visual
tracking, in which the tracker is used to follow the object from frame to frame,
and the detector is used to localize all Such tracking methods may be time-
consuming if the object detector is complicated. Approaches like correlation
filtering was proposed for more efficient object tracking [25–28], in which the
correlation can be computed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), making it a
fast tracker. In recent years, there are some approaches exploiting the rich feature
hierarchies in CNNs for robust tracking [25, 29], which have shown state-of-the-
art performance. As for multi-object tracking problem, Bae at al. [30] formulated
a multi-object tracking problem based on the tracklet confidence, and used an
incremental linear discriminant analysis for discriminating the appearances of
objects to obtain reliable association between tracklets and detections. Xing at
al. [31] proposed a two-stage framework to learn a tree-structured multi-view
human detector to generate tracklets through particle filter in local stage.
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3 Multi-action Recognition in Crowd

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed approach for actions recognition in crowd.

Given a video clip V in crowd with M subjects (each has an individual
action), the objective of our approach is to obtain an action label li for each
subject

L = {li = C(F (N(Ti)))|Ti ∈ T (V )}Mi=l , (1)

where T(·) is our coarse-to-fine multi-object tracker, which determines the candi-
date action tracks Ti with actions of interest, and Ti contains a series of bounding
boxes Ti = {b1, b2, · · · , bNi} , i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , where bj = [xj , yj , wj , hj ] defines
the bounding box’s left-right location (xj , yj) and size (wj , hj); N(·) normalizes
all the bounding boxes of each action track into the same size to form the 3D
spatial-temporal cuboid; F(·) is to extract spatial-temporal features from each
action cuboid Xi = F (Ci), i = 1, 2, ...,M ; finally, the action recognition of one
action cuboid is determined as

li = arg max{1,2,...,M}(C(Xi)), (2)

where C(·) calculates the confidences of all the action types that Xi belongs to.

Traditional action recognition approaches often extract spatial-temporal fea-
tures from the entire frames, resulting in features that are helpful for one domi-
nant action recognition, but not for recognizing multiple concurrent actions. The
proposed approach of multi-action recognition in crowd scenario is built upon
multi-object tracking to address the above issue. An overview of the proposed
approach can be seen in Fig. 2. We provide the implementation details of the
proposed approach in the next section.
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4 Implementation Details

4.1 Coarse-to-fine Multi-object Tracking

Fig. 3. A diagram of the proposed coarse-to-fine multi-object tracking algorithm.

The proposed coarse-to-fine multi-object tracking consisting of fast subject
trajectory estimation via a linear quadratic estimation model, i.e., Kalman filter,
and trajectory refinement using sparse optical flow. In particular, during our fast
subject trajectory estimation, we assume that the moving object is in uniform
velocity within a frame interval due to its short time span. If an object Oi appears
at frame It, the state of the object Oi is denoted as Sit = (pit, s

i
t), where pit is

the position, and sit is the size. Then, we construct the system state model of
Kalman filter as

s(t) = T̈ (t− 1)s(t− 1) + w(t), (3)

where s(t) =


pxt
pyt
∆xt
∆yt

, s(t − 1) =


pxt−1
pyt−1
∆xt−1
∆yt−1

; T̈ (t) =


1 0 vx 0
0 1 0 vy
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 is the state

transition matrix; w(t) is white Gaussian noise with zero mean.
Due to the unconstrained nature of crowd video surveillance scenario, objects

may disappear due to occlusion and reappear at a later time, and new subjects
may appear at any time. Thus, we need to detect new moving object every
frame. Given the newly detected moving objects at frame It and the estimated
positions of existing objects at frame It, we apply the Hungarian algorithm [32]
to calculate the optimal association matrix A∗ = {a∗i } between subjects in frames
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It−1 and It. In this process, each of the humans in It is either associated to one
of the existing tracklets and used to update the system state model or grouped
as a new tracking target.

The fast tracking process is based on the assumption that the state posterior
density of object motions follows a Gaussian distribution, which does not always
hold in real tracking problems. As a result, abrupt appearance changes may
occur in the candidate action tracks. To resolve this problem, sparse optical flow
based on keypoints is employed to refine the fast tracking result. Based on the
optimal assignment matrix A∗, if abrupt changes occur either in size or position
of a subject, the sparse optical flow based tracking is applied to the subject. We
compute the keypoints following the method in [33], and denote the computed
keypoints at frame It as {bti1 , b

t
i2
, ..., btiM }. Then, the average displacement field

of all keypoints between frames It and It−1 can be calculated as

Dt
i =

1

M

M∑
j=1

|btij − bt−1ij | (4)

Accordingly, the state of object Oi is updated as:

Sit = Xi
t−1 + (Di

t, 0) (5)

Considering the success of Faster R-CNN [6] in a number of object detection
tasks, we choose to use a Faster R-CNN [6] detector to detect the object of
interest (persons) used by our tracking algorithm. In particular, we use a VGG-
M model [34] with 5 convolutional (conv) layers in Faster R-CNN, and train it
on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [35] for human detection. Such a detector takes
about 70ms to process one frame (resized to 1000 × 600 inside Faster R-CNN)
on a Titan X GPU. Our coarse-to-fine tracking runs really fast, about 30ms
per frame (640 × 480) on an Intel i7 3.6GHz CPU. Thus, the total detect and
tracking time remains about 100ms.

4.2 Action Recognition

Our coarse-to-fine tracker determines a number of candidate action tracks Ti
from a video; each contains one subject if there is no tracking error. However,
the number of actions in each track, and the action’s spatial and temporal loca-
tions are still not known. Thus, the state-of-the-art action recognition methods
designed for single action action recognition still cannot be applied directly. An-
other problem is that the sizes of the successive bounding boxes in Ti may differ
from each other because of the subject appearance changes in scale and pose (al-
so known as the heterogeneous issue in object recognition [36–38]). Thus, before
extracting action informative features, we first resize all the bounding boxes in
Ti into the same size of 20×35. We then do cuboid sliding inside the normalized
Ti temporally, and each cuboid is used for action feature extraction. Following
the settings in [1], we also restrict the length of acceptable cuboids between
Lmin=20 and Lmax=75 frames. If Ni (the frame number of Ti) is larger than
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Lmax, each sliding cuboid has 75 frames; if Lmin ≤ Ni ≤ Lmax, each sliding
cuboid has Ni frames; otherwise, action track Ti is deserted directly and will not
be used for action recognition.

Each sliding 3D spatial-temporal cuboid is supposed to have one dominant
action of one subject, and thus single action recognition methods can be used
for the final action recognition. Without loss of generality, we use two typical
action feature extraction methods: Biologically Inspired Feature (BIF) [39] and
bag-of-words (BoW) [1]. In its simplest form, the extraction of BIF consists of
two layers of computational units, where simple S1 units in the first layer are
followed by complex C1 units in the second layer. The S1 units correspond to
the classical simple cells in the primary visual cortex [40]. They are typically
implemented with the convolution of a preprocessed image Γ with a family of
Gabor filters [41],

ψu,v(z) =
‖ku,v‖2

σ2
e−

‖ku,v‖2‖z‖2

2σ2

[
eiku,vz − e−σ

2

2

]
, (6)

where z = (x, y), σ is the relative width of the Gaussian envelope function w.r.t.
the wavelength, and u and v are the orientation and scale parameters of Gabor
kernels, respectively. The wave vector ku,v is defined as,

ku,v = kve
iφu , (7)

with kv = kmax
fv defining the frequency, and φu = πu

8 defining the orientation.
kmax and f are constants specifying the maximum frequency and scaling fac-
tor between two neighboring kernels, respectively. The C1 units correspond to
cortical complex cells which are robust to shift and scale variations. They can
be calculated by pooling over the preceding S1 units with the same orientation
but at two successive scales. To compute S1 layer features, we build a family of
Gabor filters similar to those in [41], but we use 8 orientations and 12 scales. We
apply “MAX” pooling operator and “STD” normalization operator to extract
C1 features from the S1 layer. The S1 layer provides a multi-scale representa-
tion for face images, and the C1 layer provides robustness against translation,
rotation, and scaling changes of the subjects.

The calculation of our BoW feature is the same as the one used in [1], which
was based on SIFT appearance descriptor. After the feature extractions, we used
a SVM with an RBF kernel as the action classifier.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Settings

During the training of the Faster R-CNN human detector, we set the learning
rate base lr as 0.01, and use a step learning rate policy with a weight of 0.1 every
40K iterations (and a maximum iteration number of 100K). The batch size and
iter size were both set to 1. For divisions of the training and testing sets on
different databases, we randomly use half clips of each scenario for training, and
the remaining for testing.
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(a) Walking of multiple sub-
jects

(b) Running of multiple sub-
jects

(c) Kicking and running

(d) Sitting and one standing (e) Sitting and two standings

Fig. 4. Examples of the video clips from the multi-action in crowd dataset we collected.

Table 1. Comparisons (in MAPs) with the baseline action recognition methods on the
multi-action in crowd dataset we collected under scenarios (a–e).

Scenarios (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

BIF 0.29 0.43 0.14 0.67 0.55
BoW 0.26 0.34 0.17 0.52 0.50
Proposed (BIF) 0.36 0.51 0.23 0.65 0.61
Proposed (BoW) 0.32 0.40 0.25 0.51 0.56

5.2 Multi-action Recognition in Crowd

Our dataset. Most crowd datasets such as KTH, YouTube, Hollywood2, and
UIUC [42–45] are focusing one action recognition of the entire crowd, not for the
purpose of multiple concurrent actions recognition. Therefore, we build a multi-
action dataset based on public domain databases and videos from the Internet.
As shown in Fig. 4, there are five typical scenarios in the collected dataset: Fig.
4 (a) is walking of multiple subjects, Fig. 4 (b) is running of multiple subjects,
Fig. 4 (c) is kicking and running, Fig. 4 (d) is one sitting and one standing, Fig.
4 (e) is one sitting and two standings. For each video clip, we manually provided
the ground-truth bounding boxes and action labels of individual subjects.

We tested the performance of two baseline approaches using BIF and BoW,
respectively, and their performance under the proposed framework (denoted as
Proposed (BIF) and Proposed (BoW), respectively). We report the mean average
precision (MAP) for each action category. When a video clip contains more than
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Fig. 5. An example of the multi-action recognition results by the proposed approach
on the multi-action dataset we collected.

Table 2. Comparisons (in MAPs) with the baseline on the CMU dataset.

Jump-Jacks Pick-up Push button 1-hand wave 2-hand wave

QMUL[1] 0.36 0.68 0.94 0.45 0.54
Proposed (BIF) 0.36 0.51 0.23 0.65 0.61
Proposed (BoW) 0.32 0.40 0.25 0.51 0.56

one actions or the same actions but of more than one subjects. The MAP is the
average of these multiple actions or subjects.

As shown in Table 1, in the scenarios when there are more than one action-
s, e.g., scenarios (a,b,c,e), the proposed approach using BIF and BoW features
significantly outperforms the baseline approach. This is understandable because
these baseline methods does not explicitly use multi-object tracking, and are d-
ifficult in handling multi-actions. For scenario (e) with a single action, the base-
line approaches making use of contextual information, still work better than our
method. In cropped action cuboids separate the multiple actions into separate
ones but each losses the contextual information which is also helpful for action
recognition.

CMU dataset. The CMU dataset [46] contains some crowd scenes, but most
of the videos contain one a dominant action of one subject. So this database does
NOT represent the scenarios that this work is focusing on. However, since there
are not known multi-action in crowd databases, we still provide the results on
this database as a reference. We use the state of the art results by QMUL method
[1] as the baseline performance on CMU.

Not surprisingly, as shown in Table 2, the baseline methods work reasonably
well under most scenarios except for the two-hand wave scenario. Such an ob-
servation actually provides a strong support of the usefulness of the proposed
approach in recognizing multiple different actions or the same actions by multiple
individuals.

5.3 Evaluation of the Tracking Module

Since the tracking module in the proposed approach plays an important role,
we evaluate the tracking algorithm on the pubic database MOT2015 [47] us-
ing 9 video sequences (TUD-Stadtmitte, TUD-Campus, PETS09- S2L1, ETH-
Bahnhof, ETH-Sunnyday, ADL-Rundle-6, ADL-Rundle-8, KITTI-17 and Venice-
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Table 3. Evaluation of the tracking module in the proposed approach on MOT2015.

Measures Recall Precision MOTA MOTP

Coarse tracking 71.1 28.3 32.3 69.6
Coarse-to-fine 68.4 43.9 37.3 73.9

2). The experiment contains two parts: using the coarse tracking only, and using
the entire tracking pipeline. We report the tracking performance in terms of pre-
cision, recall, MOTA, and MOTP. MOTA measures the multi-object tracking
accuracy, and is a widely metric to evaluate multi-object tracking performance.
MOTP measures the multi-object tracking precision, reflecting the average simi-
larity between all true positives and their corresponding ground-truths. The most
recent results on MOT2015 are available online (accessed in Sept. 2016)1, and the
state of the art performance is about 76.6% MOTP reported by NOMTwSDP.
The results in Table 3 show that the proposed coarse-to-fine tracking works rea-
sonable well (73.9% MOTP) to support the succeeding action cuboid extraction
and recognition stages of our multi-action recognition approach.

6 Conclusion

We investigate the multiple actions recognition problem in crowd scenarios,
which is a problem lacking deep exploration. We use a divide and conquer s-
trategy to handle this problem by proposing a coarse-to-fine multi-object track-
ing algorithm. Fast tracking using Kalman filter provides action trajectories for
most objects with smoothing movement, and fine tracking with sparse opti-
cal flow refines the object trajectories with abrupt appearance changes. Such a
coarse-to-fine tracking method allows us to obtain individual action tracks with
balanced accuracy and speed. Then, traditional action recognition algorithms
designed for single action recognition are applied on each of the action tracks in
a sliding cuboid mode. Experimental results on a multi-action in crowd database
we collected, and the public domain CMU ad MOT15 databases show the pro-
posed approach is effective for actions recognition in crowd video surveillance
scenarios.

Accurate spatial-temporal localization of actions still plays a very important
role in action recognition. In our future work, we will investigate more robust
object detection and tracking approaches for efficient action cuboid localization,
and their applications from action recognition, person re-identification to human
attribute prediction [48]. Additionally, we will extend the proposed approach
towards handling single action recognition tasks in a flexible way.
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